Position: SAILING COACH
Location: MALTA, Birzebbuga

Birzebbuga Sailing Club caters young sailors, veterans and other sailing enthusiast from all over the Island and strives to make sailing a positive experience while giving a holistic educational experience to younger sailors.

Main tasks:
- To coach groups of youngsters and possibly adults on different types of boats including Optimist, Laser and Feva with aim for leisure as well as competitive sailing; Teach safety, boat handling and sailing theory to children and adults in dinghies who are beginning, intermediate or racing sailors.
- Care and maintenance of boats and the club; Provide general and onshore assistance to users and sailing coaches. Monitor users on the water and provide on-the-water assistance and/or rescue as situations dictate.
- Perform administrative tasks such as collecting checks, cash and accepting credit card payments for instruction, rental, and storage fees.
- Have knowledge and respect of the rules and be able to enforce them. Be familiar with Risk Management Plan. Perform additional tasks to assist in outreach of the club: blog posts, interviews, events. Environmental activities p.e. Waste separation and lunchtime recycling.
- Notifying students of any changes in class times, postponement due to weather conditions and make-up dates. Accurate records of attendance, injuries and boat damage.

Required profile:
- Sailing experience in at least one of the categories mentioned and ideally some years experience as a coach. Available to start end of May 2021. Needs to be ready to start training others.
- Good level of English language.
- Coaching certification is a must. Driving license B.

The company offers:
- Indefinite contract duration.
- Salary: Negotiable in the €20K (gross per year) bracket. Flexible working hours.
- On the job training in relation to Maltese culture. Help in relocation and accommodation efforts. Opportunity to form part of international events.

How to apply: CV + covering email in english, under the reference 368178 - SAILING COACH, to eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt with copy to dora.silva@iefp.pt until 28/05/2021.

Further info: on this job vacancy please contact eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt or EURES adviser Dora Silva by e-mail dora.silva@iefp.pt

Interviews to be held Virtually

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check www.iefp.pt/eures